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CREATE SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL

You’re proud of your home and 
you want to improve it. You’re 
tired of ‘just another lick of paint’ 
and intrigued by the potential of 
tiles to create rooms individual to 
you; rooms that make a statement 
about you and your home. A state-
ment you can only make with the 
vast range of effects available to 
you with tiles.

You know that tiles have gone way
beyond ‘practical white’ to a point
where you can literally paint pic-
tures in colour, texture, light and 
shape with tiles. Create rooms and 
atmospheres that truly are unique 
to you and your home, enhancing 
its value and earning accolades 
from friends and family.

Tiles are a wonderful medium – but
sometimes they can be tricky! A
mistake could turn out to be 
expensive to rectify and you can’t 
afford to waste money like that.

So, who do you turn to, to help 
you design your dream, create 
something beautiful and turn your 
ideas into reality?

At Tileflair we live by our name. We
have a flair for tiles. It’s all we do. 
We both live and love tiles. We 
don’t want to just ‘sell’ you tiles; 
we want to work with you to use 
tiles to create something beautiful.

We know ‘beauty is in the eye of 
the beholder’ so our first action 
with you is to listen – and then 
listen some more. And not until 
we are clear about what it is you 
want to achieve will we work with 
you making suggestions, looking 
at alternatives, helping you design 
your dream. We’ll give you helpful 
hints and tips on materials, 
techniques and tools. We’ll not
rest until we have enabled you to 
turn your ideas into reality.

So, if our expertise married to your
creativity appeals, then we should 
be talking. Together we really can 
create something beautiful.

TIPS ON CHOOSING TILES

The Colour Wheel: When choos-
ing your room scheme, the colour 
wheel will help you out. 

Tonal scheme: Choose one colour 
and use different shades or tints of 
this colour.

Harmonious scheme: Colours 
next to each other are harmonious.

Contrast scheme: Colours oppo-
site each will add a contrast, good 
for making a statement.  

Ways to use colour in your room:

Consider all the furniture, work 
surfaces, walls, floor and main 
contents and then choose a colour 
scheme. Bring in a sample of your 
worktop to see which tiles match. 
Think about which colour scheme 
will look best in the room you are 
tiling and follow the rules of the 
colour wheel so that your colours 
match.

Would you prefer your tiles to be 
warm colours (red’s, beige’s), cool 
colours (blue’s) or neutral colour’s 
(white’s, grey’s)?

Add additional colour to your 
scheme with a feature wall, border 
tiles, decorative tiles, a mosaic 
zone or vertical strip. This also 
adds texture, character and indi-
viduality to your room and overall 
tile design.

Don’t worry about the technical 
side – Tileflair staff will help out 
with the planning.

Take a tile sample home with you 
to make sure the colour suits the 

room in different light. This will 
help you to be certain about what 
will look beautiful.

Larger rooms are striking in multi-
ple, rich shades such as dark reds 
and purples as they add warmth 
and luxury to interiors. However, 
darker colours can sometimes be 
overbearing on smaller rooms; in 
this instance you can add a flash 
of colour in the form of a state-
ment wall, feature wall or splash-
back. 

When using colour to create 
space- lighter natural tones such 
as white or cream elongate the 
room as they reflect the light. 
Lighter tones also keep rooms 
looking fresh and current, making 
them the perfect colour choice for 
all room shapes and sizes.

Natural Stone or realistic Natural 
Stone effect tiles can add texture 
and colour variety to your walls or 
floors, also adding style to your 
room scheme.
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WALL TILES
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THIS STYLE SUITS RETRO AND URBAN ROOM SCHEMES

METRO TILES

MICHELINO
Reminiscent of the London Underground, these rectangular 
tiles are also known as metro tiles. This style suits retro and 
urban room schemes and are perfect for breathing new life 
to your kitchen or bathroom. 

Various coloured tiles are available - some bold, some pat-
terened. Some tiles are bevelled which draws more atten-
tion to their shape, while others are flat.

MICHELINO - The contemporary Michelino wall tile is avail-
able in 5 colourways and multiple design options allowing 
you to add some personality to your interior.

Mix up the brown and almond bevelled tiles to create a 
retro feel or choose dark grey, white and white décor tiles 
with industrial accessories for an urban room scheme.

5 
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EDGE MARYLEBONE

BRICK VALENTINO

EDGE - The Edge wall tile range was made for this trend. 
This stunning metro tile comes in 5 muted colours with a 
glossy finish.

The Edge tile will suit most bathrooms and kitchens. A 
popular design option is to use white grout to highlight the 
brick pattern and team with glossy cabinets for a modern 
look.

MARYLEBONE - The Marylebone range is sleek and 
sophisticated. These metro tiles are available in 5 classic 
colours – white, light grey, dark grey, cream and rosso red.

The strong bevelled edge adds character and personality to 
your kitchen or bathroom and is especially effective at cre-
ating an understated room scheme. Add contrasting bold 
accessories to these classic colours to complete the look.

BRICK - The Brick range features 150 x 75mm metro wall 
tiles in 6 beautiful colour ways. These exceptional wall tiles 
will add a touch of glamour to your kitchen or bathroom.

The high glossy finish causes light to bounce off the uneven 
surface and the bumpy edge makes each tile look indi-
vidual. The Brick range will add a timeless quality to your 
kitchen or bathroom.

VALENTINO - Beautiful almond plain wall tiles with a tex-
tured effect will add a rustic element to the room scheme. 
Combine this plain tile with the stunning décor tiles to add 
a patchwork effect or feature wall. The remarkable décor 
tiles are available in 6 patterns (see above) and will create 
a beautiful and a characteristic backdrop in your home. 
Valentino tiles are produced in the 180 x 120mm format and 
are suitable for most kitchens and bathrooms.

6
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White
TGMICW
180 x 120mm

White Embossed
Random Decor
TGMIDEW
180 x 120mm

BUY ONLINE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK OR CALL 0117 959 8888

MICHELINO

7 

Almond
TGMICA
180 x 120mm

Tortora
TGMICTO
180 x 120mm

Dark Grey
TGMICDG
180 x 120mm

Pale Sage
TGMICSF
180 x 120mm

See more information about this tile series on page 5



BRICK 

VALENTINO

Almond
TEVAL18
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 3
TEVAL183
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 4
TEVAL184
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 7
TEVAL187
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 8
TEVAL188
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 11
TEVAL1811
180 x 120mm

Valentino Decor 12
TEVAL1812
180 x 120mm

Blanco
TEBK150
150 x 75mm

Ivory
TEBK153
150 x 75mm

Gris Claro
TEBK151
150 x 75mm

Gris Oscuro
TEBK152
150 x 75mm

Cacao
TEBK154
150 x 75mm

Negro
TEBK155
150 x 75mm

8

See more information about this tile series on page 6

See more information about this tile series on page 6



VIA OBERDAN

MARYLEBONE

White
TEMY375
300 x 75mm

Cream
TEMY378
300 x 75mm

Light Grey
TEMY376
300 x 75mm

Dark Grey
TEMY377
300 x 75mm

Rosso
TEMY379
300 x 75mm

White
TE1812W
180 x 120mm

Please Note: Via Oberdan is supplied as a random 
mix of both plain and embossed tiles.

9 

See more information about this tile series on page 6



BUY ONLINE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK OR CALL 0117 959 8888

Bianco
TFED20
300 x 100mm

EDGE

Anice Ice Blue
TFED10
300 x 100mm

Piombo Charcoal
TFED50
300 x 100mm

Sabbia Beige
TFED30
300 x 100mm

Salvia Sage Green
TFED40
300 x 100mm

10

See more information about this tile series on pages 6, 39 & 40



CASE STUDY

CHOOSING TILES

The main aim of this project was to 
modernise our kitchen. We went to a 
major DIY store first of all to replace 
the cupboard doors and purchase a 
new kitchen work surface, which was 
relatively easy to do. We then looked 
at their tiles but were disappointed 
with their quality and high prices. It 
was Tileflair that impressed us with 
plenty of choice of high quality tiles at 
reasonable prices. 

The tile sample service was vitally 
important, as it allowed us to see our 
chosen tiles at home and check which 
ones looked the best. Different lighting 
creates different effects and different 
colours with the tiles!

My husband and I shopped around 
Tileflair and hunted for tiles which 
would match our new kitchen sur-
faces and it was the metro style that 
stood out for us the most. We liked the 
brick-bonded tile designs as it looks 
modern and stylish, plus it is different 
to anything we have previously had. 

TILEFLAIR STAFF

We received help in regards to choos-
ing the right grout colour to comple-
ment the Efeso Tortora tiles and we 
were very grateful of the sample ser-
vice provided. Staff were friendly, help-
ful and happily answered any ques-
tions we had regarding the project.

MRS MONKS CONTEMPORARY 

METRO TILES

11 



DESIGN TIPS

300x100mm tiles carry a number of 
tile design options. They can be fixed 
to the wall brick-bonded, off-centre 
or directly underneath each other in 
straight lines [page 72].  

If you want to draw attention to your 
tile design, use a contrasting grout col-
our to off-set the tiles and show each 
tile individually.

Metro tiles are rectangular and are 
aptly named after the London Under-
ground. There are various colours and 
finishes on offer which do not have 
to be glossy white like the tube. The 
Efeso tile collection is available in 5 
contemporary colours [see page 36] 
and will create a modern design to 
your kitchen or bathroom wall.

Each Efeso Tortora tile looks differ-
ent due to the random nature of the 
brushed stone effect. With this in 
mind, it is a good idea to plan which 
tiles you want next to each other be-
fore fixing them to the wall.

We think Mrs Monks’ kitchen looks 
fab! The effect of the tiles really adds 
to the atmosphere of the kitchen and 
has successfully helped to modernise 
the room.

“It was the metro style that stood out.”
EFESO

There are a number of metro tile op-
tions available. In the end we were 
happy with the Efeso range as this 
incorporated the metro style with an 
added twist of a matt finish with a 
brushed stone effect. 

Before

12
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ATACAMA

There are a number of options avail-
able when deciding on the ideal tile 
design for your room: see page 71 
for some tried and tested tile design 
templates. They use various combina-
tions of plain tiles with added detail of 
colour or texture. There are plenty of 
tile ranges at Tileflair that offer design 
flexibility making it easy to achieve 
unique stand-out interiors.

Textured tiles offer aesthetic quali-
ties as well as functionality. You can 
experiment with light and guarantee a 
wow factor! Texture allows light to ac-
centuate the pattern, adding a sense 
of depth to the tile design that will 
change throughout the day.

Bone
TEATABO
605 x 305mm

Brown
TEATABR
605 x 305mm

Chrome
TEATACH
605 x 305mm

Pearl
TEATAPE
605 x 305mm

Bone Scored
TEATABO2
605 x 305mm

Brown Scored
TEATABR3
605 x 305mm

Chrome Scored
TEATACH4
605 x 305mm

Pearl Scored
TEATAPE5
605 x 305mm

DESIGN AND TEXTURE

14

See the coordinating floor tile on page 45



OPULENT

CAPUA

Blanco
TGCAP50
500 x 250mm

Perla
TFAV95P 900 x 300mm

Marengo
TFAV94M  900 x 300mm

Gris
TFAV93G  900 x 300mm

Bricks Multicolour Decor
TFAVBD  900 x 300mm

15 

Coordinating floor tile available



DECKO

White
TFDKZ40
400 x 250mm

White Scored
TFDKZU
400 x 250mm

Blue Scored
TFDKAN
400 x 250mm

Lime Scored
TFDKMA
400 x 250mm

Mauve Scored
TFDKMO
400 x 250mm

TREND

Moon
RT8183
400 x 250mm

Beige
RT8182
400 x 250mm

Plata
RT8184
400 x 250mm

Grafito
RT8181
400 x 250mm

Moon Scored
RT8292
400 x 250mm

Beige Scored
RT8290
400 x 250mm

Plata Scored
RT8294
400 x 250mm

Grafito Scored
RT8293
400 x 250mm

16

See the coordinating floor tile on page 46
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DWELL
The Dwell range features beautiful 
inset tiles in various styles and colours 
that allow you to create different de-
signs and patterns. These 100x100mm 
patterned tiles come in dark and light 
tones which coordinate beautifully with 
the plain 100x100mm base tiles. Con-
temporary floor tiles are also available 
to complete the look, see page 66.

Almond
TFDW10A
100 x 100mm

White
TFDW10W
100 x 100mm

Grey
TFDW10G
100 x 100mm

Black
TFDW10N
100 x 100mm

Black Inset 1
TFDWM1N
100 x 100mm

Black Inset 7
TFDWM7N
100 x 100mm

White Inset 6
TFDWM6W
100 x 100mm

White Inset 8
TFDWM8W
100 x 100mm

White Inset 3
TFDWM3W
100 x 100mm

White Inset 9
TFDWM9W
100 x 100mm

18

See the coordinating floor tile on page 66



WOOD

Acero Bianco
TE526200
560 x 140mm

Rovere Beige
TE526240
560 x 140mm

Doussie Cherry
TE526225
560 x 140mm

Noce Walnut
TE526260
560 x 140mm

Wenge Dark Brown
TE526265
560 x 140mm

CRUSADER

White
TFCR24W
400 x 200mm

Red
TFCR24R
400 x 200mm

Red Morse Listel
TFCRMR
400 x 45mm

Black Morse Listel
TFCRMN
400 x 45mm

19 



LATINA

INFINITY

Perla
TGLAP1
400 x 250mm

Vision
TGLAV3
400 x 250mm

Wenge
TGLAW4
400 x 250mm

Crema
TGLAC2
400 x 250mm

Chromo Scored
TGLACHS
400 x 250mm

Vision Scored
TGLAVIS
400 x 250mm

Wenge Scored
TGLAWES
400 x 250mm

Black
TG13343
700 x 250mm

Bronce
TG13344
700 x 250mm

Sand
TG13342
700 x 250mm

20

Coordinating floor tile available
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ATHENA

Technological advancements have 
enhanced the appearance of stone 
effect tiles to the extent that it is dif-
ficult to tell stone effect from the real 
thing! With these beautiful tiles, design 
options with texture and colour have 
been added to the natural charm of 
the stone print. 

You can select a finish that will suit 
your scheme and room size, for exam-
ple, a glossy stone effect tile will look 
modern and reflect the light, whilst a 
matt or satin tile will look more natural 
and absorb light. See page 51-52 for 
some prime examples of stone effect 
tiles including slate, travertine and 
marble.

Beige
TG13643
700 x 250mm

Light Stone Textured
TG13647
700 x 250mm

Pyramide Decor
TG13651
700 x 250mm

Dark Stone Textured
TG13646
700 x 250mm

STONE EFFECT

22



IMPERIALE

Bianca
RTIM11
100 x 100mm

PIETRE

Bianco
TL451005
100 x 100mm

Beige
TL451040
100 x 100mm

Scabos
TL451035
100 x 100mm

Noce
TL451065
100 x 100mm

Nero
TL451085
100 x 100mm

Beige
RTIM10
100 x 100mm

Noce
RTIM12
100 x 100mm

23 

Coordinating floor tile available



MARMI ANTICHI

Classico
TEMA10C
100 x 100mm

Alabastro
TEMA10A
100 x 100mm

Reale
TEMA10R
100 x 100mm

Antico
TEMA10N
100 x 100mm

MONTALCINO

White
TFMOWH10
100 x 100mm

Grey
TFMOGR10
100 x 100mm

Black
TFMOBK10
100 x 100mm

Beige
TFMOBE10
100 x 100mm

Beige Mosaic
TFMOBE30
300 x 300mm

Maya Insets
TEMA10MY (Set of 3)
100 x 100mm

Venere Insets
TEMA10VE (Set of 3)
100 x 100mm

24

Black/White/Grey 
Mix Mosaic
TFMOMIX30
300 x 300mm

See the coordinating floor tile on page 49

See the coordinating floor tile on page 55



CASE STUDY

CHOOSING TILES

My previous bathroom had white 6” 
tiles. They served a purpose but were 
not exciting or anything special – they 
were clinical and reminiscent of a 
public toilet! I felt they were cold and 
uninviting and that I needed a change. 

It is difficult to pinpoint where my in-
spiration for choosing tiles came from, 
but my husband and I always notice 
nice bathrooms whilst on holiday – we 
usually stay in B&Bs on walking and 
cycling holidays. We both liked the 
beige and natural stone bathrooms the 
most. Beige was the choice of colour 
because it is a warm neutral.

Natural stone is a beautiful choice, 
so I opted for a realistic stone effect 
ceramic tile to enjoy long term benefits 
of cleaning and maintenance. Ceramic 
and porcelain tiles are easy to keep 
clean and hold their colour and beauty 
(they look like new) for many years. 

It was the actual tile design that re-
quired serious consideration. I didn’t 
want to fix the wall tiles brick-bonded, 
as this current fashion may be different 
when I decide to sell the house. 

MRS FINNEY - A WARM NEUTRAL 

BATHROOM

25 



DESIGN TIPS

• Warm colours make a difference to 
the feel of a room, which is why beige 
is a popular option. Beige is well loved 
due to the versatility of the colour, it 
easily blends with most room schemes 
and welcomes a cosy feeling.. 

• There are a number of design op-
tions available when fixing tiles to the 
wall. In the bathroom you can fix tiles 
portrait or landscape, straight or brick-
bonded. These options can influence 
the size perception of the room. See 
pages 71 and 72 for design templates 
you can use and don’t forget that 
Tileflair staff can help you choose the 
perfect tile design for your home. 

“Warm colours make a difference to 
the feel of the room.” 

CLASICO

A classic and timeless ceramic tile 
choice. The rustic charm of Clasico 
will help create a welcoming and rest-
ful atmosphere.

Before

ESSENCIA

These large format glazed porcelain 
floor tiles add an air of sophistication 
with their minimalist design.

26
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CLASICO

QUANTOCKS

Blanco
RTTCB40
400 x 250mm

Noce
RTTCN40
400 x 250mm

Gambia Listel
TB271
215 x 50mm

Travertine Geometric Listel
TSA131
250 x 50mm

Steller
TBQ24S
400 x 250mm

Noce
TBQ24N
400 x 250mm

Steller Relieve
TBQ24SR
400 x 250mm

Noce Relieve
TBQ24NR
400 x 250mm

27

See more information about this tile series on pages 25-26

See more information about this tile series on page 52

Coordinating floor tile available

Coordinating floor tile available



KONIGSTEIN

White
TLKOE71
328 x 248mm

Grey
TLKOE77
328 x 248mm

Beige
TLKOE73
328 x 248mm

Fascia Beige Border
TSFASBE
250 x 40mm

MARBLES

Crema Marfil
TEM400
400 x 250mm

Crema Parador
TEM410
400 x 250mm

Danio Crema
TEM430
400 x 250mm

Estatuario Neo
TEM420 
400 x 250mm

28

See more information about this tile series on page 52
Coordinating floor tile available
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PACIFIC

The Pacific tile series is a high gloss, 
thin and lightweight wall tile. Geomet-
ric borders in Silver or Vanilla match 
the four colours of Cappuccino, 
Silver, Snow and Vanilla. The Silver or 
Vanilla borders complement portrait or 
horizontal wall tile designs. These high 
quality wall tiles are outstanding value.

Choosing a contemporary tile style for 
your bathroom or kitchen will give you 
a modern look. A contemporary design 
generally has strong lines, smooth sur-
faces and minimal features. Think ‘less 
is more’ for a true contemporary style. 

Snow
TFPAC03
450 x 225mm

Silver
TFPAC01
450 x 225mm

Vanilla
TFPAC04
450 x 225mm

Cappuccino
TFPAC00
450 x 225mm

Silver Flowers Border
TFPA145
450 x 54mm

Vanilla Flowers Border
TFPA445
450 x 54mm

CONTEMPORARY

30



PASTELS

White
TGPAS62
600 x 200mm

ORIGIN

Marfil
TFSE503
500 x 200mm

Gris
TFSE501
500 x 200mm

Perla
TFSE502
500 x 200mm

Marfil/Marron Scored
TFSE510
500 x 200mm

Gris/Perla Scored
TFSE509
500 x 200mm

Marfil
TFSE503
500 x 200mm

Gris
TFSE501
500 x 200mm

Perla
TFSE502
500 x 200mm

Marfil/Marron Scored
TFSE510
500 x 200mm

Gris/Perla Scored
TFSE509
500 x 200mm

31

Coordinating floor tile available

Grey
TGPAS63
600 x 200mm

Black
TGPAS65
600 x 200mm

Rose
TGPAS64
600 x 200mm



LUSTRO

White
TEN7504
750 x 250mm

Deep Grey
TEN7502
750 x 250mm

Almond
TEN7501
750 x 250mm

Tortora
TEN7503
750 x 250mm

BLOOM

Cream
TG883613
600 x 300mm

White
TG883591
600 x 300mm

Mink
TG883602
600 x 300mm

Antrasit
TG883580
600 x 300mm

Mink Border 2
TG063845
600 x 140mm

Antrasit Border 2
TG063834
600 x 140mm

32

See more information about this tile series on page 38
Coordinating floor tile available



CASE STUDY

CHOOSING TILES

I have a straightforward approach to 
selecting the right tiles for my home. I 
have used this approach for my previ-
ous 3 renovations and it has always 
worked a treat. Selecting tiles comes 
right at the end of the project, when I 
already know what the walls, furniture 
and coverings are. It is the tiles that 
finish off the job and must match and 
compliment the rest of the room.

I go straight to Tileflair with small 
samples and swatches from the room 
– a painted piece of paper with the 
exact paint used, a piece of worktop 
or exact samples of the surfaces in the 
room. I then walk around the show-
room looking for compatible tiles and 
consider the possibilities.

I choose Tileflair for my tiles because 
of positive past experiences with the 
company. I know that all of the tiles are 
of considerable high quality, plus I like 
their selection of tile products. You can 
also buy exactly how many tiles you 
need (it does not have to be per box) 
and I have successfully returned tiles 
that were left over at the end of a job. 
I can buy with complete confidence 
from Tileflair. 

Staff have helped me in the past who 
are friendly, but on this occasion I did 
not require any assistance with choos-
ing the right tiles due to my logical and 
straightforward approach.

MARK EVANS - STRAIGHT FORWARD 

KITCHEN DESIGN

33



DESIGN TIPS

100x100mm tiles are a popular kitchen 
tile choice, usually because the size 
proportionally fits well between fitted 
kitchen cupboards. There are numer-
ous design options available with 
100x100mm tiles, see page 72 for 
some examples. Mark used a 70:30 
mix to introduce an accent colour to 
the wall. This random and scattered 
design allows you to add colour as 
you see fit.

An alternative and popular design with 
100x100mm tiles is a 50:50 mix in a 
chequered design. This pattern breaks 
up the use of one solid colour and 
does not have to be limited to black 
and white. 

Tiles can bring out the best in the col-
our of the units used and enhance the 
entire colour scheme.

“Tiles can bring out the best in the 
colour of the units used and enhance 
the entire colour scheme.”

ANTARES

The Antares tile series in the kitchen 
looks ideal. I chose this particular 
design to introduce colour to the tile 
design. It looks quite stylish and the 
tiles have an impressive metallic finish 
to them.
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ANTARES

PICASSO

White
TLPC10W
100 x 100mm

Turquoise
TLPC10D
100 x 100mm

Blue
TLPC10F
100 x 100mm

Cream
TLPC10A
100 x 100mm

Yellow
TLPC10J
100 x 100mm

Red
TLPC10R
100 x 100mm

Black
TLPC10N
100 x 100mm

Grey
TEA10G
100 x 100mm

Black
TEA10N
100 x 100mm

Beige
TEA10B
100 x 100mm

Dark Brown
TEA10T
100 x 100mm
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See more information about this tile series on pages 33-34 and the coordinating floor tile on page 67



JOY

EFESO

Bianco
TFJO10
150 x 150mm

Salvia Chiaro
TFJO20
150 x 150mm

Salvia Scuro
TFJO30
150 x 150mm

Viola Chiaro
TFJO60
150 x 150mm

Viola Scuro
TFJO70
150 x 150mm

Tortora Chiaro
TFJO40
150 x 150mm

Tortora Scuro
TFJO50
150 x 150mm

Bianco Tulipani Panel
TFJOC12
600 x 450mm
(Set of 12)

Bianco
TEEB10
300 x 100mm

Beige
TEEBE11
300 x 100mm

Grigio
TEEGR12
300 x 100mm

Tortora
TEETO14
300 x 100mm

Nero
TEENE13
300 x 100mm
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See more information about this tile series on pages 11-12 and also the Metro style guide on pages 5-6



THIS STYLE SUITS RETRO AND URBAN ROOM SCHEMES

URBAN CHIC

DWELL
Shades of grey, blacks and neutral wall and floor tiles mixed 
with steel and metals create a look that is straight out of an 
urban loft apartment. Think steel beams, exposed brick-
work and abandoned factories for this trend.

You can add rougher, earthier materials and metals for an 
industrial feel or keep the look contemporary and stream-
lined by using darker, moodier grey and black wall and floor 
tiles.

DWELL - Dwell is a stunning range of contemporary floor 
and wall tiles. These practical and stylish porcelain tiles are 
hardwearing and versatile enough to be used in kitchens, 
bathrooms, hallways and conservatories. Interlocking 
muretto strips within this tile range can also be used on the 
wall or floor for an additional point of interest.
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BAVARIA BLOWN

BLOOM BOLOGNA

BAVARIA - One of our latest ranges, Bavaria is set to be 
a best seller with its striking large format tiles that project 
quality and excellence. The grey adds glamour and mystery 
to interiors or opt for sand for a beautiful neutral look. In ad-
dition, the benefit of larger format tiles (900x450mm) means 
less grouting- giving a sleeker finish.  

BLOWN - Get the look with these beautiful ceramic tiles. 
Dark floor tiles with lighter wall tiles make the perfect 
combination- the paler tones brighten up bathrooms and 
kitchens making spaces seem larger, whilst the darker floor 
tones invite the industrial feel. There are also matching bor-
ders and 100x100mm inset tiles available to suit personal 
tastes.

BLOOM - The Bloom tile series has contemporary colours 
with coordinating wall and floor tiles, as well as matching 
border tiles. These tiles are ideal to add a modern and chic 
finish to your bathroom. The glossy finish encourages light 
into the room and adds detail to the effect of the border 
tiles. Get this look with Tileflair.

BOLOGNA - The Bologna collection is an enchanting mod-
ular floor tile, this stunning tile range also features striking 
mosaics for walls. The Bologna range will suit most homes 
and comes in three separate colourways- black, white and 
beige which can be accessorised with a mix of modern and 
reclaimed furniture to keep this look on trend!
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CASE STUDY
LISA JANE’S DOWNSTAIRS WC 

RENOVATION

39

DESIGN TIPS

When deciding which colour tile you 
would like to use, consider the furni-
ture and surfaces in the room. Tiles will 
play a large part in the room’s colour 
scheme. You can plan for elements in 
the room to either be the same colour 
(but vary in shades and tints), contrast 
in colour (see the colour wheel on 
page 2) or be harmonious in colour 
(such as green and yellow/gold). 

Lisa chose the main colour in her WC 
to be green and used a harmonious 
colour scheme. Green is the per-
fect colour choice for refreshing and 
revitalising a room. Using sage green 
brings the natural world indoors and 
attracts relaxing qualities to the space.

The gorgeous colours in the Edge tile 
series [Pages 6 & 10] include Salvia 
Sage Green, Bianco, Anice Ice Blue, 
Charcoal and Sabbia Beige.

The slight bevelled edge to these 
metro tiles adds an individual qual-
ity to each tile, which highlights a 
brick-bonded pattern beautifully as it 
catches the light. A contrasting grout 
colour will also add emphasis. 



“I think it was the colour in 
particular that I was drawn to.”

EDGE

The gorgeous colours in the Edge 
tile series include Salvia Sage Green, 
Bianco, Anice Ice Blue, Charcoal and 
Sabbia Beige.

The slight bevelled edge to these 
metro tiles adds an individual qual-
ity to each tile, which highlights a 
brick-bonded pattern beautifully as it 
catches the light. A contrasting grout 
colour will also add emphasis. 
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[                        ]PAGES 6 & 10

CHOOSING TILES

The Edge sage green tiles were on a 
display in store and really caught my 
eye, I think it was the colour in par-
ticular that I was drawn to. I decided 
to use them in my downstairs WC. 
The only regret I have is that I wish the 
space was a little bigger, as I think that 
the tiles would look even more beauti-
ful on a larger wall space. 

When I first saw the Edge tiles, I imag-
ined them in a grand Edwardian house 
and wanted to capture the essence of 
that look in my home. I decided to use 
a traditional big old-fashioned mirror in 
the room to help achieve this look. 

I use a lot of home magazines when I 
am decorating a room because I can 
rip ideas out for inspiration. Because 
I chose the tile first, I looked for items 
that would complement the sage 
green colour.



POLIS

Perla
TGPP602
600 x 316mm

Arena
TGPP600
600 x 316mm

COTE D’AZURE

White
TGREW
600 x 300mm

Almond
TGREA
600 x 300mm

Dark Grey
TGREDG
600 x 300mm

Tortora
TGRETO
600 x 300mm

White Mosaic Listel
TGREWMIX
600 x 45mm

Almond Mosaic Listel
TGREAMIX
600 x 45mm
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ASHTON

White
TGASWH
600 x 300mm

White Textured
TGASWD3
600 x 300mm

Grey
TGASGR
600 x 300mm

Grey Textured
TGASGD2
600 x 300mm

SAXONY

Plain White Gloss
TLKWHI90
600 x 300mm

Line Gloss Stripes 
TLKLIN92
600 x 300mm

Coco Cream Gloss
TLKCOC90
600 x 300mm

White Wave Gloss
TLKWHI92
600 x 300mm
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FLOOR TILES
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FOREST

ATACAMA

Beige
TGF33B
333 x 333mm

Rosso
TGF33R
333 x 333mm

Black
TGF33DG
333 x 333mm

Bone
TEATABOF
450 x 450mm

Chrome
TEATACHF
450 x 450mm

Brown
TEATABRF
450 x 450mm

Pearl
TEATAPEF
450 x 450mm
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See more information about this tile series on page 52
See the coordinating wall tile on pages 13-14



BUY ONLINE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK OR CALL 0117 959 8888

Moon
RT8075
316 x 316mm

TREND

Beige
RT8080
316 x 316mm

Ebony
RT8076
316 x 316mm

Ander
RT8079
316 x 316mm

Plata
RT8077
316 x 316mm

Grafito
RT8078
316 x 316mm
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See the coordinating wall tile on page 16
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Please Note: The Loire decor tiles are supplied as a random mix of patterned designs in the same box.

LOIRE

Ecru
TFLO84E
800 x 400mm

Ecru
TFLO40E
400 x 400mm

Ecru
TFLO4020E
400 x 200mm

Ecru
TFLO2020E
200 x 200mm

Ecru Decor
TFLO44ED
400 x 400mm
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Ardois Dark Grey
TFLO84A
800 x 400mm

Ardois Dark Grey Decor
TFLO44AD
400 x 400mm
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BAVARIA

Sand
TGBAV94S
900 x 450mm

Grey
TGBAV94G
900 x 450mm

MONTALCINO

White
TF63526
304 x 304mm

Grey
TF63525
304 x 304mm

Beige
TF63523
304 x 304mm

Black
TF63524
304 x 304mm

See the coordinating wall tile on page 24



SAVANNAH

MORBIHAN

Natural
TGMR62
600 x 600mm

Arena
TGMR60
600 x 600mm

Taupe
TGMR66
600 x 600mm

Silver
TGMR64
600 x 600mm

Deep Grey
TESAV90DG
900 x 900mm

Beige
TESAV90B
900 x 900mm
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INTERESTING TWISTS TO NATURAL DESIGN

STONE EFFECT

MONT BLANC Through popular demand, there is plenty of choice when 
it comes to natural stone effect tiles. Thanks to the latest 
ink-jet technology, these designs are more life-like than 
ever, plus some interesting twists can be applied to natural 
design. For example, using colour and textured effects to 
the tile design.

Stone effect tiles applaud natural beauty and imitate these 
designs and textures perfectly. A number of stone effects 
are available, including travertine, slate, marble, limestone 
and granite. 

MONT BLANC - This multi-coloured slate effect tile is 
suitable for the floor and wall. The varying colours add a 
dramatic overall finish to the room that is stunning and 
memorable. Because Mont Blanc is made of glazed porce-
lain, it is one of the most durable materials available. 
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TOSCANO MARBLES

ATACAMA QUANTOCKS

TOSCANO - This popular modular floor tile range brings 
a European ambience to your home with subtle, warm 
colours and textures that are soft and inviting. The porcelain 
floor tiles have the appearance of tumbled natural stone; 
the surface is textured and mottled for a classic and versa-
tile feel, perfectly imitating real stone.

MARBLES - The Marbles tile series features chic and 
glossy wall and floor tiles to give the beautiful appearance 
of real marble. The perfect wall tile to add a spa-like retreat 
to your bathroom, Marbles creates a calming atmosphere 
and timeless style that will never go out of fashion. 

ATACAMA - Tileflair’s best-selling Atacama wall and floor 
tile range comes in four different contemporary shades 
incorporating the latest inkjet technology that produces 
varying markings across each tile adding depth. Sleek and 
expensive looking, these striking porcelain tiles would look 
equally good in a domestic bathroom or a luxurious kitchen.

QUANTOCKS - The travertine effect tiles in the Quantocks 
range are remarkably realistic and simply beautiful. This 
popular range features ceramic wall tiles and porcelain floor 
tiles in two stunning shades. Add a feature wall or horizon-
tal strip with the relieve wall tile option for added texture, 
giving another dimension to your bathroom.
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HIMALAYA

Modular floor tiles have been a popular 
choice because they create interest by 
breaking up the straight lines created 
using regular floor tiles. They can also 
make the space look larger. Modular 
floor tiles do not lead the eye to follow 
lines to the edge of the room (away 
from the floor) they encourage the eye 
to linger on and appreciate the pattern 
on the tiled floor. 

The Himalaya modular floor tile range 
is available in different 3 colours. Each 
box has 3 different sizes, modular floor 
patterns are available upon request. 
Remember that Tileflair staff will hap-
pily use their experience to help with 
floor tile designs.

Sold in full boxes only - each box covers approx 1.01 square metres

Each box contains:

450 x 450mm x 3 pieces
300 x 300mm x 2 pieces
150 x 150mm x 10 pieces

Makalu
TFHMMA

Annapurna
TFHMAN

K2
TFHMK2

MODULAR FLOOR TILES
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TOSCANO

Beje
TLTOB16
165 x 165mm

Beje
TLTOB31
333 x 165mm

Beje
TLTOB33
333 x 333mm

Beje
TLTOB50
500 x 333mm

Perola
TLTOP16
165 x 165mm

Perola
TLTOP31
333 x 165mm

Perola
TLTOP33
333 x 333mm

Perola
TLTOP50
500 x 333mm

ANTICHI

Each box contains:

450 x 450mm x 3 pieces
300 x 300mm x 2 pieces
150 x 150mm x 10 pieces

Sold in full boxes only - each box covers approx 1.01 square metres

Classico Almond
TGAN800

Alabastro Beige
TGAN700
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See more information about this tile series on page 52

See the coordinating wall tile on page 24



BUY ONLINE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK OR CALL 0117 959 8888

DESERT

Snow
TBDS67
675 x 450mm

Snow Mosaic
TBDS30
300 x300mm

Snow
TBDS42
450 x 225mm

Snow
TBDS45
450 x 450mm

Snow
TBDS22
225 x 225mm

Silver
TBDS68
675 x 450mm

Silver
TBDS43
450 x 225mm

Silver
TBDS46
450 x 450mm

Silver
TBDS23
225 x 225mm
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CASE STUDY

CHOOSING TILES

After considering which tile options 
were suitable in terms of appearance, I 
had settled on a fantastic natural stone 
tile that was £90 per square metre. 
Unfortunately due to the scale of this 
project, that price was considerably 
too high – but my natural expensive 
tastes were not hindered when looking 
at alternative options. Another natural 
stone, equally as beautiful and long 
lasting was suggested, which I have 
never looked back on. My experience 
with natural stone has been nothing but 
positive.

When deciding which natural stone 
tiles to have, it can get very confusing 
with the different options available. For 
example: honed, tumbled, different tile 
edges, plus essential cleaning, sealing 
and maintenance products. It could all 
get too much, but not with Tileflair, as 
they explained the essential elements 
that I needed to know. They did not 
overwhelm me with too much informa-
tion at once, which I appreciated.

MRS WILSON NATURAL STONE 

AT ITS FINEST

Before

TILEFLAIR STAFF



DESIGN TIPS

When using natural stone, the colour 
can vary considerably because stone is 
a natural product. One tip is to look at 
the tiles you have just purchased and 
lay them out to check for slight colour 
variation and see how you want the 
pattern to be laid out. The colour vari-
ation is also what adds to the natural 
beauty and individuality of the tile.

Cleaning, sealing and maintenance 
products are essential when buying 
natural stone. Tileflair staff will recom-
mend suitable products that will help 
maintain the look you have created.

“My experience with natural stone 
has been nothing but positive”

SALEM GOLD

The Salem Gold Tumbled Limestone 
(available in store) was chosen as it has 
a warm background colour and high 
shell content. The tumbled finish helps 
to give an aged appearance.
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FLOOR & WALL TILES
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The tile featured on this double page is the Dwell series. For more information, 
see pages 18, 37 and 66.



LINEAR

QUARTZ

Ivory
TE12219
600 x 300mm

Sand
TE12169
600 x 300mm

Hazel
TE13145
600 x 300mm

Blanco
KDP5000
600 x 300mm

Gris
KDP5002
600 x 300mm

Beige
KDP5001
600 x 300mm

Blanco Mosaico
KDP4000
300 x 300mm

Gris Mosaico
KDP4002
300 x 300mm

Beige Mosaico
KDP4001
300 x 300mm
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LA POBLA

MONT BLANC

Dark
TE12973
600 x 300mm

Multi Slate
TE12172
600 x 300mm
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ARDESIA

Bianco
TFADBIA
600 x 300mm

Beige
TFADBE
600 x 300mm

Antracite Grey
TFADAN
600 x 300mm

Nero
TFADNE
600 x 300mm

MONACO

Ivory Natural
TGMO52
600 x 300mm

Beige Natural
TGMO53
600 x 300mm

Grey Natural
TGMO59
600 x 300mm

Black Natural
TGMO57
600 x 300mm

Ivory Polished
TGMO52P
600 x 300mm

Beige Polished
TGMO53P
600 x 300mm

Grey Polished
TGMO59P
600 x 300mm

Black Polished
TGMO57P
600 x 300mm
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PALACE

BLANC

Avorio
TE13002
600 x 300mm

Blanc Matt
TE12368
600 x 300mm
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White
TGDW36W
600 x 300mm

Almond
TGDW36A
600 x 300mm

Grey
TGDW36G
600 x 300mm

Ceniza
TGDW36CE
600 x 300mm

DWELL

White Strips
TGMU36W
600 x 300mm

Almond Strips
TGMU36A
600 x 300mm

Grey Strips
TGMU36G
600 x 300mm

Ceniza Strips
TGMU36CE
600 x 300mm

Dwell is a stunning range of con-
temporary floor and wall tiles. These 
practical but pretty porcelain tiles are 
hardwearing and versatile enough to 
be used in kitchens, bathrooms, hall-
ways and conservatories. 

The Dwell range includes an interlock-
ing muretto mosaic, that adds texture 
and design features suitable for wall 
and floor spaces. Speak to Tileflair 
staff for inspiration and advice about 
how best to incorporate this feature 
into your tile designs. 
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See the coordinating wall tile on page 18



HIGHLANDS

Pearl
TE13017
600 x 300mm

Cream
TE13016
600 x 300mm

Hazel
TE13441
600 x 300mm

Black
TE13018
600 x 300mm
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ANTARES

Black
TEA46N
600 x 400mm

Dark Brown
TEA46T
600 x 400mm

See the coordinating wall tile on page 35

White
TE13015
600 x 300mm

Grey
TE14267
600 x 300mm
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BUY ONLINE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK OR CALL 0117 959 8888

SPLIT

White
RTSP392W
600 x 300mm

White Split Face Decor
RTSPWD
600 x 300mm

White Mosaic
RTSPM32W
300 x 300mm

Grey
RTSP391G
600 x 300mm

Grey Split Face Decor
RTSPGRD
600 x 300mm

Grey Mosaic
RTSPM31G
300 x 300mm

Black
RTSP390B
600 x 300mm

Black Split Face Decor
RTSPBD  
600 x 300mm

Black Mosaic
RTSPM30B
300 x 300mm



MOSAICS CAN ADD CHARM, COLOUR, TEXTURE AND FUN!

I    MOSAICS

CLASSY GLASS Did you know you can paint pictures with tiles? Mosaics are 
a versatile element of a designers toolkit. They offer options 
on curved or awkwardly shaped surfaces, wall or floor and 
will transform the plainest of tiles into a sleek and sexy 
space… Not to mention their colourful, practical, hardwear-
ing and decorative qualities!

CLASSY GLASS - Classy glass mosaic tiles will add an 
element of fun and distinction to your wall or floor. These 
beautiful mosaics change in the light and will not fail to 
impress. This popular range boasts many different colours 
to choose from.
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USE MOSAICS AS A HORIZONTAL BORDER, 
VERTICAL STRIP, FEATURE WALL, WETROOM 
FLOOR OR KITCHEN SPLASHBACK.



ONIX ANTIQUE PEARL

SYNERGY BRUSHED MOSAIC

ONIX - Release your creativity and imagination by adding a 
gorgeous glass colour mosaic to your wall or floor. Colours 
can be retro, sensuous or modern and will add a definitive 
edge to the look you desire.

ANTIQUE PEARL - The rippled textures on the surface of 
the Antique Pearl mosaics make it impossible not to look 
at and irresistible to touch! There is also a slight iridescent 
quality to the colour adding even more interest and charac-
ter.

SYNERGY - These gorgeous brick mosaics will add glitter 
and sparkle to your life! The beauty and charm of these 
glass mosaic tiles will look especially good as a bathroom 
feature wall or a kitchen splashback.

BRUSHED MOSAICS - The varying textures and effects 
on this mosaic create a truly unique and impressive finish. 
These brushed mosaics will transform a space and add a 
focal point to any room.

70
MORE MOSAICS AVAILABLE AT WWW.TILEFLAIR.CO.UK AND IN STORE.



DESIGN TEMPLATES
LANDSCAPE PORTRAIT

FEATURE WALL VERTICAL STRIP
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LANDSCAPE WITH BORDER/MOSAIC PORTRAIT WITH BORDER/MOSAIC

BRICK BRICK-BOND OFF CENTRE

MIXED COLOURS CHEQUER BOARD 70:30 WITH INSETS
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USEFUL INFO
WALL TILES

Some wall tile glazes, particularly the more specialised 
effects used to create surface features and strong colours, 
are subject to crazing. This is an inherent characteristic 
of the glazes and may occur after fixing but will not affect 
the performance of the tiles. Tiles should be spaced using 
readily available spacer pegs. It is recommended that tile 
edging trims are used for all external corners and exposed 
tiling edges.

Slight variation in overall size and shade of floor tiles occurs 
during the manufacturing process. Sufficient tiles for the 
area to be covered should be obtained in one consignment 
to ensure that a supply of compatible sizes and shades 
is achieved. Only porcelain floor tiles may be suitable for 
external applications. Please check the suitability before 
installing any floor tiles in areas subject to frost.

Use an adhesive that is suitable for porcelain such as BAL 
Rapidset, Single Part Flexible or BAL Rapidset Flexible. If 
large format tiles (400 x 400 mm or larger) are being fixed 
then use BAL Stone & Tile PTB. Use a polymer modified 
grout such as, BAL Superflex Wide Joint or BAL Micromax2 
if the tiles are fully vitrified.

A suitable adhesive and grout is also subject to the sub-
strate being tiled.

During the course of manufacturing, ceramic and porcelain 
tiles some variation in shade or pattern can occur. 

Check your purchase within 48 hours to ensure you are 
completely satisfied. Before fixing wall or floor tiles several 
boxes should be opened and their contents mixed to pro-
vide an attractive 
natural finish, acceptable colour blend and to 
observe the direction of patterning.

You must ensure you have an acceptable blend of shades 
before fixing commences. We cannot help if tiles have 
already been fixed. 

We must stress that, before fixing ceramic wall or floor tiles, 
you must take the advice given by your architect, tiler or 
builder before going ahead on a “do it yourself” basis. Tiles 
are expensive and mistakes can be very costly!

Surplus tiles may be refunded provided they are:

- returned with proof of purchase WITHIN 28 DAYS
- returned in full cartons only (field tiles)
- current stock items, in good re-saleable 
   condition properly packaged
- returned in a complete set if sold as a set

We regret that we are unable to refund the 
following unless they are defective:

- loose field tiles (except individual sample tiles)
- goods specially ordered for you from the 
  manufacturer
- discontinued goods
- adhesive and grouts
- soiled or damaged goods in respect of faults 
  indicated at the time of sale

If more than 20% of the order is returned then a 20% re-
stocking charge will be applied.

The statutory rights of consumers are not affected.

PEI Grade III Suitable for light domestic use only   
   (not kitchens or entrance halls etc).

PEI Grade IV  Suitable for general domestic use   
   and some light commercial applications.

PEI Grade V Suitable for most commercial 
  applications.

FLOOR TILES

PORCELAIN TILES

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

REFUND POLICY

FLOOR TILE GRADES





Visit your nearest Tileflair showroom

www.tileflair.co.uk

Highwood Lane
Cribbs Causeway
Bristol
BS34 5TQ

T: 01179 592099
E: tileflaircribbs@gmail.com

Aldermoor Way
Longwell Green
Bristol
BS30 7DA

T: 01179 609800
E: tileflairlongwell@gmail.com

Mayfield Trade Centre
Acre Road
Reading
RG2 0RJ

T: 01189 860228
E: tileflairreading@gmail.com

90 Bristol Road
Gloucester
GL1 5SQ

T: 01452 418800
E: tileflairgloucester@gmail.com

Denbury Court
Silverton Road
Matford Park
Exeter
EX2 8NB

T: 01392 824422
E: tileflairexeter@gmail.com

Hamilton Business Park
Botley Road
Hedge End
Southampton
SO30 2JR

T: 01489 797444
E: tileflairsouthampton@gmail.com

Portfield Trade Centre
Bognor Road
Chichester
West Sussex
PO19 8NS

T: 01243 530000
E: tileflairchichester@gmail.com

KDP Tiles
Units 1-4 School Lane
Chandlers Ford
Eastleigh
Hampshire  SO53 4DG

T: 02380 270775
E: kdp@tileflair.co.uk


